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Fiscal 2020

KEY ACTIVITIES
Environment

Creating Standards for a Decarbonized Society Alongside
Stakeholders
Why is it important?

(Page 592)

Appropriate Energy Efficiency Standards will Help to Reduce Electricity Consumption
DAIKIN’S APPROACH (Page 593)
Contributing to Establishing Energy Efficiency Standards in Emerging Countries with Growing Air
Conditioning Demand
DAIKIN’S PERFORMANCE (Page 594)
Supported Brazil's New Energy Efficiency Standards and Solution to Energy Issues
NEXT CHALLENGE (Page 595)
Achieving a Decarbonized Society through Partnerships

Key Activities
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New Value Creation

Providing Comfortable Air Environments Using the Best
Format Possible, from Goods to Services
Why is it important?

(Page 596)

Society Requires Air Environments Rather Than Air Conditioners
DAIKIN’S APPROACH (Page 597)
Guaranteeing Comfortable Air Conditioner Operations with a One-Stop Service
DAIKIN’S PERFORMANCE (Page 598)
Maximum Comfort and Peace of Mind from Minimized Electricity, Labor, and Other Costs
NEXT CHALLENGE (Page 599)
Creating New Services Using Demonstration Testing

Key Activities
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Customer Satisfaction

Quickly Providing Air Purification Solutions as a Company
that Provides Solutions with Air
Why is it important?

(Page 600)

Growing Demand for Air Purification in All Settings
DAIKIN’S APPROACH (Page 601)
Quickly Developing Products that Resolve Issues in Various Locations
DAIKIN’S PERFORMANCE (Page 602)
Contributing to Infection Prevention in Response to Front-Line Feedback
NEXT CHALLENGE (Page 603)
Providing New Solutions with Our Proprietary Technologies

Key Activities
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Human Resources

Enhancing Manufacturing Around the World by Training the
Next Generation of Plant Operators
Why is it important?

(Page 604)

Daikin Supplies Products Using the Optimal Formats Tailored to Markets Around the World
DAIKIN’S APPROACH (Page 605)
Building a Mechanism for Developing the Next Generation of Plant Operators
DAIKIN’S PERFORMANCE (Page 606)
Local Staff Quickly Added Capacity to Production Lines in Response to Growing Demand from the
COVID-19 Pandemic
NEXT CHALLENGE (Page 607)
Expanding Independence Initiatives to Production Bases Around the World

Key Activities
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Creating Standards for a Decarbonized
Society Alongside Stakeholders
Appropriate Energy Efficiency Standards will Help to Reduce Electricity
Consumption
In its May 2018 report The Future of Cooling, the International Energy Agency (IEA) pointed out that
reducing CO2 emissions derived from electricity use as demand for air conditioning rises will require not
only the adoption of renewable energy, but also the adoption of energy efficient air conditioners.
Therefore, both development of energy efficient products and appropriate energy efficiency standards
are essential for consumers to select energy efficient products more easily.
Forecast of CO2 Emissions from Space Cooling in 2050

Note: Graph figures compiled by Daikin based on IEA The Future of Cooling.
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DAIKIN’S APPROACH

Contributing to Establishing Energy Efficiency Standards in Emerging
Countries with Growing Air Conditioning Demand
From before the IEA's recommendation, Daikin has proposed highly energy efficient inverter air
conditioners in emerging countries such as India and ASEAN where demand for electricity is predicted to
rise.
We are also working to develop standards for promoting energy efficiency together with various
stakeholders. This is because some emerging countries still need to improve energy efficiency standards.
Many air conditioners that consume large amounts of electricity during operation are sold in such
countries, becoming a factor for energy issues.
As one example, in India, Daikin provided technical assistance for the calculation method of seasonal
energy efficiency ratio to government institutions, which led to the introduction of an energy labeling
system. As a result, consumers became aware of the energy efficiency performance of inverter air
conditioners with optimal operation based on ambient temperature, which has helped to reduce
electricity demand.
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DAIKIN'S PERFORMANCE

Supported Brazil's New Energy Efficiency Standards and Solution to
Energy Issues
In July 2020, energy efficiency standards for air conditioners were revised in Brazil. This was the result of
a taskforce collaboration among JICA, local universities, Daikin and other organizations.
Despite concerns over electricity shortages caused by economic growth, air conditioners that are
inexpensive and consume large amounts of electricity are popular in Brazil. This is because it was
practically impossible for consumers to tell the difference between the superiority or inferiority of
energy efficiency performance under the conventional standard. Some 90% of the products on the
market were categorized as the highest ranking under the country's energy efficiency standards, which
had not been revised in many years.
In January 2018, Daikin, together with local universities and NGOs, commenced a demonstration test in
order to identify the differences in performance. The results showed that inverter air conditioners can
lower energy consumption by around 60%.
In March 2018, the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) adopted this project as a PublicPrivate Partnership Program, opening the door to collaboration with the government of Japan. Daikin
approached the government of Brazil about the need to revise its standards together with the Embassy
of Japan in Brazil and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, and other actors, presenting the
results of the demonstration test. This project included visits to Japan and technical instruction.
Repeated workshops for discussions on issues and countermeasures were also organized. These
activities, which lasted around two years, resulted in the introduction of new energy labels by the
government of Brazil.
Collaboration with Stakeholders to Promote Energy Efficiency
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NEXT CHALLENGE

Achieving a Decarbonized Society through Partnerships
Air conditioners are vital to the lives of many people around the world, but they also impact climate
change because they consume a large amount of electricity. This is why Daikin is addressing the
development and adoption of energy efficient products around the world. It is important that we aim
to reach our goal in our Environmental Vision of reducing greenhouse gas emissions to net zero by
2050.
Looking ahead, Daikin will continue to provide information and technical assistance around the world
utilizing its expertise. We will work with various stakeholders to build sustainable systems not only for
our own company but for markets and the environment to contribute to the realization of a
decarbonized society.

International Collaboration Encourages Energy
Conservation
The JICA project in Brazil was key for the recent
improvements promoted in energy efficiency policies. The
project organized a technical visit to Japan, as well as
demonstration testing to identify the significant energy
efficiency of inverter and low GWP refrigerants air

Kamyla Borges
Energy Efficiency Initiative
Coordinator Institute for Climate
and Society (iCS)

conditioners. These made the difference for public policies
improvement in Brazil.
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Providing Comfortable Air Environments
Using the Best Format Possible, from Goods
to Services
Society Requires Air Environments Rather Than Air Conditioners
It was once said, "People don't want to buy a quarter-inch drill. They want a quarter-inch hole!"
Similarly, people, who buy an air conditioner, want a comfortable air environment for as long as
possible. To satisfy this want, instead of simply selling air conditioners, Daikin needs to identify and
provide methods by which consumers can use the functions of its products in the best way possible. That
is, we need to change our approach from goods to experiences to deliver services with the most optimal
approach to using air conditioning for customers, users and the environment.
True Needs in Commercial Air Conditioning
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DAIKIN’S APPROACH

Guaranteeing Comfortable Air Conditioner Operations with a One-Stop
Service
Daikin has developed a new PaaS* service called Air as a Service (AaaS) together with Mitsui & Co., Ltd.
AaaS provides Daikin's business resources of air conditioner development and operation along with
maintenance services as a package. AaaS is a monthly subscription-based air conditioning service that
eliminates the need to purchase air conditioners. Under this service, Daikin provides everything from air
conditioner selection and installation to optimal operation, energy management and maintenance as a
one-stop service. During the term of the contract, Daikin guarantees the stable operation of its air
conditioners using preventive maintenance based on detection of breakdowns. There are no repair costs
should a breakdown occur, and all statutory inspections are conducted by Daikin.
AaaS can lower a customer's overhead and workforce in terms of upfront installation of air
conditioners, electricity consumption, and operations management. Air conditioners never sell out and
we provide support up to operation, enabling us to provide comfortable air environments closely in
tune with customer needs.
* PaaS: An acronym for Product as a Service.
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DAIKIN'S PERFORMANCE

Maximum Comfort and Peace of Mind from Minimized Electricity, Labor,
and Other Costs
By introducing AaaS, users can focus on their core operations without having to worry about air
conditioning. This is especially important at hospitals, which must provide stable operation of air
conditioning as an essential service. If problems were to arise, this could negatively impact not only
patient conditions, but also precision medical devices and information systems. With healthcare duties
piling up, the bother of setting air conditioning temperature and maintenance is a cause of stress for
nurses and staff. Hospitals stand to benefit greatly from being able to maintain a comfortable air
environment. In terms of spending, sudden expenditures due to breakdowns are no longer needed.
Daikin has concluded AaaS contracts with 25 customers over the past three years since 2018. Uegahara
Hospital in Hyogo Prefecture is one of these customers. It has been able to reduce electricity
consumption from air conditioning by 36.8% over two years compared to before. In addition, staff
members are able to focus on their work and a comfortable air environment is maintained for patients.
This service won the Chairman Prize of Energy Conservation Center, Japan, at the fiscal 2020 Energy
Conservation Grand Prize.
In addition to hospitals and nursing care facilities, AaaS is being adopted rapidly by buildings and plants
owned by companies. In addition to lowering labor costs related to air conditioner upkeep, companies
can benefit from improved cash flow as upfront investments are no longer needed since air
conditioning equipment is no longer as a company asset.
Value provided by AaaS
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NEXT CHALLENGE

Creating New Services Using Demonstration Testing
Daikin is conducting various trials at point 0 marunouchi, a demonstration site, for continually providing
a comfortable air environment to customers using the best format possible. In December 2020, we
launched the Air as Ventilation service validated here that visualizes confinement and ventilates
accordingly. This is a monthly subscription service that provides a comfortable, safe, and secure air
environment to spaces where an unspecified large number of people gather, such as shared offices.
We will continue to pursue solutions that address the true needs of air in the future.

No Longer Have to Worry About Air Conditioning
Since introducing AaaS, we no longer worry about cooling or
heating. It's really encouraging because we can change our
energy management settings with a single telephone call.
Proposals based on actual operating data are very effective
and the reduction of our electricity bill has been greater
than expected. This fixed subscription air conditioning
service that doesn't require ownership of equipment is a

Yokiko Oe
President
Uegahara Hospital

very reasonable solution.
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Quickly Providing Air Purification Solutions as
a Company that Provides Solutions with Air
Growing Demand for Air Purification in All Settings
There is a growing need for air purification in all types of settings including offices, homes, restaurants,
and hospitals as one way to prevent the spread of COVID-19. Similar to 2012 when the fine particulate
matter (PM2.5) problem garnered worldwide attention, demand for air purifiers grew substantially in
2020.
As a company that provides solutions with air, Daikin finds that its support for customer comfort based
on setting and purpose through the collective strengths of the Group is in demand.
Shipments of Air Purifiers (Japan)

Source: The Japan Electrical Manufacturers' Association
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DAIKIN’S APPROACH

Quickly Developing Products that Resolve Issues in Various Locations
Daikin was among the first in the industry to provide various air purification solutions. We offer an
expansive lineup of air conditioners with ventilation functions, and we commercialized a commercial
ventilation unit that can reclaim heat from inside a room. We have also been disseminating various
forms of information since April 2020 such as accepting telephone inquiries and setting up a
consultation window on our website to address concerns regarding air and ventilation.
In May 2020, we launched two negative pressure products that address the urgent requirements of
healthcare facilities. Group company Nippon Muki Co., Ltd. developed these products in just one month
using its proprietary HEPA filter technology.
A negative pressure device creates a negative pressure environment with lower air pressure than the
surroundings to control the flow of air in one direction. It helps to prevent the spread of viruses in the
air by isolating infected persons in a negative pressure space. In addition, high performance HEPA filters
used in negative pressure clean rooms for precision equipment effectively traps viruses in the air.
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DAIKIN'S PERFORMANCE

Contributing to Infection Prevention in Response to Front-Line Feedback
The unique aspect of these two newly developed negative pressure devices is that they can create a
negative pressure room without having to undergo large-scale renovation work inside a building. Both
the moveable negative pressure exhaust unit, which uses a window as an exhaust port, and the
assembled negative pressure booth, which creates a temporary isolation booth inside a room, reduce
the burden of healthcare institutions.
Following these, in August 2020, we launched a collapsible negative pressure booth featuring a
lightweight aluminum frame. This product, which addresses feedback from medical professionals, can
be assembled in around 10 minutes when needed, and then stored compactly when not in use. It can
also be used at small clinics without the space required for an isolation area or people's movements.
Facilities for seniors have praised the product saying it provides a peace of mind because it is the same
equipment used in hospitals. As of March 31, 2021, we have supplied around 2,000 of these booths to
more than 500 facilities.
The moveable negative pressure exhaust unit can also be used as a high-performance air purifier with a
HEPA filter. It addresses the needs of infection control in spaces where large numbers of people come
and go, such as restaurants, gyms, and funeral parlors. In November 2020, this unit was deployed at an
international gymnastics meet held at Yoyogi National Gymnasium in Tokyo.
Daikin's Products Address Various Air Purification Needs
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NEXT CHALLENGE

Providing New Solutions with Our Proprietary Technologies
With demand rising for air purifiers that can be effective against microscopic viruses in many places,
Daikin is addressing this demand with various solutions. One example is that we launched a compact air
purifier featuring an anti-viral HEPA filter with powerful ventilation function for commercial facilities in
December 2020.
Looking ahead, Daikin will create new products using its air conditioning, ventilation, and filter
technologies to continually provide optimal solutions to people who require air purification.

Using Daikin's Solutions to Address Rising Number
of Patients
NCGM is a designated medical institution for specified
infectious diseases that actively accepts COVID-19 patients.
We needed to quickly ramp up preparations for accepting
the rising number of seriously ill COVID-19 patients, so we
decided to purchase Daikin's collapsible negative pressure

Miho Takahashi
HCU Head Nurse
National Center for Global
Health and Medicine (NCGM)

booths. This has allowed us to easily create a reliable
negative pressure environment and our medical
professionals to treat patients with peace of mind.
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Enhancing Manufacturing Around the World by
Training the Next Generation of Plant Operators
Daikin Supplies Products Using the Optimal Formats Tailored to Markets
Around the World
With its business operations expanding globally, Daikin is promoting market-localized manufacturing
where products are made according to local needs, in order to provide solutions in tune with market
needs at the right prices.
To achieve this, it is important that we expand the Production of Daikin System (PDS), which
encapsulates our basic approach to manufacturing, and increase the autonomy of each production base.
We are encouraging production bases to develop human resources who are resourceful, take action,
and make their own decisions based on market trends.
Increasing Number of Production Bases
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DAIKIN’S APPROACH

Building a Mechanism for Developing the Next Generation of Plant
Operators
Traditionally, Daikin has operated its production bases around the world using Japanese expatriate
employees dispatched locally to manage operations. Following the expansion of our overseas network
of production bases, however, we are now developing local human resources at each of our production
bases who will lead optimal production tailored to local region and market. The advanced nature of
plant operation skills for overseas production bases varies widely depending on such factors as facilities
and the period since establishment. We are implementing two measures to raise the bar of operations
at each of our production bases.
First is plant diagnostics that helps to improve the ability to detect issues. Using a tool that evaluates the
operation level of each production base according to the same standards, we measure capabilities for
individual categories including technological capabilities, quality, safety, cost control, and environment.
This enables us to foster a mindset among the heads of production bases and management supervisors
to strategically enhance their respective production base's strengths, find issues, and make
improvements. Second is W-MIPS*, a site for sharing examples of improvement good practices that
promotes continuous improvement at our plants. Each production base submits videos of their
improvement activities. The solutions in these videos are then incorporated by other production bases as
good practices. This encourages the mindset of sharing positive outcomes with other production bases.
The number of video submissions has exceeded 260, with this site now actively used as a place for
exchanging information between production bases.
These measures have increased recommendations on approaches to manufacturing and improvement
good practices from the heads of production bases and management supervisors. As a result, we are
steadily enhancing the skills of human resources responsible for plant operations at our production
bases.
* An acronym that stands for World, Wisdom, Monozukuri, Improvement cases, Providing site.
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DAIKIN'S PERFORMANCE

Local Staff Quickly Added Capacity to Production Lines in Response to
Growing Demand from the COVID-19 Pandemic
In 2020, Daikin Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. quickly established a new production line for air purifiers to capture
increased demand worldwide from the COVID-19 pandemic.
Due to travel restrictions, on-the-job training typically provided by Japanese national employees inperson and on-site was switched to a remote environment. Local staff took the lead in all aspects of
production line establishment, from process design to prototypes, facility procurement, installation
work management, and operations. Despite this being their first time, the local staff successfully
launched mass production at the end of December 2020 as planned.
These experiences are helping to further increase Daikin Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.'s autonomy and speeding
up its efforts to improve operations.
Human Resource Development Encouraging Production Base Independence
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NEXT CHALLENGE

Expanding Independence Initiatives to Production Bases Around the
World
Looking ahead, our regional primary bases will be used as a focal point for entrenching plant
diagnostics, W-MIPS, and remote training globally while working closely with staff in Japan.
Through these measures, we will continue to foster human resources at each production base who
understand the foundation of PDS, which involves planning and executing improvement measures after
identifying issues and can continually implement the PDCA cycle.

A New Experience Beneficial to Career
Advancement
This marked the first time that Daikin Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.
built a production line for air purifiers mainly on its own. We
repeatedly gathered information, researched processes, and
explored designs, with the aim to make this the best
production line possible. In the end, we were able to live up

Khong Chun Fei
Senior Manager
Production Engineering
Daikin Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.

to expectations. I hope to use the new and exciting
knowledge I gained from this experience to advance my
career in the future.
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